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Classic Primary Hyperparathyroidism
Primary hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) is an endocrine disorder

characterised by inappropriately high serum levels of parathyroid

hormone (PTH) accompanied by hypercalcaemia. PHPT occurs as a

direct (primary) consequence of underlying pathologies, e.g. single

benign parathyroid adenoma (approximately 80% of cases), hyperplasia

(~15–20%) or carcinoma (<1%) of the parathyroid glands.1 The

incidence, up to one in 1,000 individuals, is highest in post-menopausal

women and increases with age in both sexes.1–3 PHPT is a leading cause

of hypercalcaemia in the general population.1 In more severely affected

individuals, PHPT is linked to a variety of complications, such as:

cardiovascular calcification, bone disease and pathological fractures,

kidney stones and damage, gastrointestinal and central nervous

system disturbances.1,4

Modern Primary Hyperparathyroidism 
Once described as a disease of ‘bones, stones and psychic groans’,

PHPT today frequently presents as hypercalcaemia without overt

symptoms.5,6 ‘Asymptomatic’ PHPT is most often diagnosed through

biochemical screening.5,7–9 Although earlier diagnosis and treatment

could be expected to slow PHPT progression, studies on the natural

history of the disease suggest that even patients diagnosed and

monitored without intervention for a decade or more rarely go on to

develop the ‘classic’ symptoms.6 This suggests the emergence of a

novel PHPT disorder with similar end-organ involvement but different,

yet recognisable, manifestations.6 While PHPT is most frequently

diagnosed in the context of asymptomatic hypercalcaemia, it is

important to recognise that classic symptomatic PHPT is still prevalent

in some parts of the world.6 Bilezikian et al. described this classic

symptomatic presentation in a study comparing two large PHPT-patient

cohorts in New York and Beijing.9 The Beijing patients were younger and

much more symptomatic (mean age 37  years, 97% with bone/stone

symptoms) than the US subjects (mean age 55  years; 18.4% with

bone/stone symptoms). Mean biochemical parameters were far beyond

the normal range in the Beijing patients (see Table 1), who were also

severely vitamin D depleted, aggravating their PHPT symptoms since

this leads to even higher PTH levels.9

Non-traditional Features of Mild Asymptomatic
Primary Hyperparathyroidism and Impact on
Quality of Life
Although the ‘modern’ PHPT phenotype is termed asymptomatic to
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differentiate it from the classic symptomatic presentation, the

contemporary disease is in fact often associated with neurocognitive

problems, e.g. fatigue, irritability, weakness and depression.4,10

Such non-specific complaints are hard to assess, presenting in 

other chronic conditions – and also in healthy individuals. These 

non-traditional features may impact on quality of life (QoL), as well as

having a measurable clinical and economic impact. One Swedish

study indicated that even prior to diagnosis, PHPT is associated with

longer sick leave and almost twice as many health-related

retirements as in healthy subjects.10,11 Morbidity factors must

therefore be considered in treatment decisions.

Marked hypercalcaemia in symptomatic PHPT patients has been

linked to hypertension and increased mortality.4 A community-based

Scandinavian study, the Uppsala Longitudinal Study of Adult Men,

reported a clear association between higher plasma PTH and

increased risk of cardiovascular mortality.12 Currently, adequately

Table 1: Divergent Biochemical Profiles of Primary
Hyperparathyroidism Patients in Two Cities

Biochemical Parameter                     New York                 Beijing

Parathyroid hormone                             2                                 21

(fold increase over normal)

Calcium (mg/dl)                                     10.7±0.1                     12.4±1.1

Urinary calcium                                     38                               51

(% over normal)

Phosphorous                                         25                               60

(% under normal)

Alkaline phoshatase                               40                               80

(% over normal)

25-hydroxyvitamin D (ng/ml)                 21.0±1.0                     8.8±7.2

Source: Bilezikian et al., 2000.9

Table 2: Summary of Consensus Guidelines from the
2008 Third International Workshop on
Hyperparathyroidism – Criteria for Parathyroidectomy
Surgery in Asymptommatic Primary
Hyperparathyroidism and Suggested Monitoring
Schedule in the Case of Non-surgical Follow-up

Measurement                 Parathyroid Surgery         Non-surgical Follow-upa

Serum calcium                  1.0mg/dl (0.25mmol/l)       Annually

                                          above upper limit 

                                          of normal

24-hour urinary calcium   Not indicatedb                       No longer recommended

Creatinine clearance         Reduced to                         No longer recommended

                                          <60ml/minute

Serum creatinine               NA                                      Annually

Bone mineral density       T-score <-2.5 at any         Every 1–2 years

                                          sitec and/or previous         3 sitese

                                          fracture fragilityd

Abdominal X-ray               NA                                      No longer recommended

(± ultrasound)

Age (years)                       <50                                     NA

a: Surgery is also indicated in patients for whom medical surveillance is neither desired nor
possible; b: Some physicians still regard 24-hour urinary calcium excretion >400mg as an
indication for surgery; c: Lumbar spine, total hip, femoral neck or one-third radius site. This
recommendation is made recognising that other skeletal features may contribute to fracture
risk in primary hyperparathyroidism (PHPT) and that the validity of this cut-off point for any
site vis-à-vis fracture risk prediction has not been established in PHPT; d: Consistent with
the position established by the International Society for Clinical Densiometry, the use of 
Z-scores instead of T-scores is recommended in evaluating bone mineral density in 
pre-menopausal women and men below 50 years of age; e: Three of lumbar spine, total hip,
femoral neck or one-third radius. This acknowledges country-specific advisories as well as
the need for more frequent monitoring if the clinical situation is appropriate.
NA = not applicable.
Source: Bilezikian et al., 2009.18

Figure 1: Serum Calcium and Plasma Intact Parathyroid
Hormone Levels with Cinacalcet over an Initial One-year
Randomised, Placebo-controlled Trial and a 4.5-year
Open-label Extension
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Pre-dose serum calcium and plasma intact parathyroid hormone (iPTH) levels during the
initial trial and the open-label extension (cinacalcet 30mg twice daily).
A: Serum calcium levels (mean ± SE). Shaded region represents normal serum calcium 
(8.4–10.3mg/dL). B: Plasma iPTH levels (mean ± SE). Shaded region represents normal
plasma iPTH (10–65pg/ml). Number of subjects (n) followed during each year of the study is
shown in each panel for the placebo (upper row) and cinacalcet-treated groups (lower row).
Adapted from Peacock et al., 2009.35

Table 3: Results from Four Studies Investigating Quality
of Life, Neuropsychological and Cognitive
Improvements Following Parathyroidectomy in
Asymptomatic Primary Hyperparathyroidism

Study Post-parathyroidectomy Neuropsychological 
and Cognitive Improvements

Ambrogini et al.23 Bodily pain (p=0.001), general health (p=0.008),

vitality (p=0.003), mental health (p=0.017)

Bollerslev et al.24 None observed

Rao et al.21 Social-role function (p=0.007), emotional-role function

(p=0.012), anxiety (p=0.003), phobia (p=0.024)

Walker et al.25 Depressive symptoms (p=0.024), non-verbal

abstraction (p=0.036), immediate/delayed verbal

logical memory* (p=0.003/0.009)

*Contextually related material. 
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powered and controlled data exploring cardiovascular involvement

in mild, asymptomatic PHPT are minimal. Despite this, there is 

some evidence for subtle cardiovascular changes, including left

ventricular hypertrophy, carotid-artery intimal thickening and

vascular stiffening.4,13–16

Natural Progression of Asymptomatic 
Primary Hyperparathyroidism
Rubin et al. followed 116 asymptomatic PHPT patients for 15 years

with and without parathyroidectomy (PTx).17 Biochemical and

densitometric data from non-surgical patients indicate stability for

around a decade; however, this is not indefinite.17 Deterioration

was observed within 15 years, with bone loss particularly apparent

at the femoral neck and distal one-third radius, highlighting the

importance of regular monitoring (see guidelines in Table 2).17,18

The observational nature of the study and low number of patients

completing the 15-year period means that the results require

cautious interpretation.4,17 Currently, there are insufficient data to

comment on the natural progression and management of the

recently described normocalcaemic PHPT (i.e. PHPT presenting

with normal serum calcium levels).4,18,19

Treatment during the Asymptomatic Phase
Asymptomatic PHPT brings with it new challenges, particularly in

terms of treatment strategies. The aim of PHPT treatment remains

to normalise serum calcium and PTH levels and improve any

symptoms of disease. In symptomatic patients, PTx is the only

definitive treatment for PHPT.18 While it is reasonable to consider

PTx in all patients,20 advocating surgery in patients who are

outwardly healthy and symptom-free is less straightforward.21

PTx can successfully normalise biochemical markers in up to 95% of

patients.22 Bone mineral density (BMD) increases at the distal radius,

lumbar spine and hip have been shown to persist 15 years later.17

Several studies also support psychological improvements (measured

using either the Symptom Checklist 90 or the Comprehensive

Pathological Rating Scale) and increased QoL (measured with a 

36-question health survey) following PTx.18,21,23–25 Despite this, no

correlation between test parameters and serum calcium/PTH levels

was reported (see Table 3).18,21,23–25

While growing evidence supports the reversal of skeletal and

psychological PHPT symptoms after PTx, the results of other

studies are contradictory.26 These inconsistencies and the limited

data available mean that alteration of treatment guidelines is not

yet warranted.27

Targeted Medical Management
Where PTx is not a clear option, non-surgical follow-up can be

sustained for up to eight years with appropriate biochemical 

and densitometric monitoring (for a recommended follow-up

schedule and PTx criteria see Table 2).4,18 In other patients, surgery

may be contraindicated or the patient may not consent. Such

patients must likewise be frequently monitored and dietary 

intake of vitamin D and calcium managed.18 In a short pilot study,

vitamin D supplementation was shown to reduce PTH levels and

decrease bone turnover without exacerbating hypercalcaemia.28

More specifically targeted medical management addresses 

the pathophysiological features of PHPT, including antiresorptives 

or calcimimetics.18

Antiresorptives provide skeletal protection, counteracting damage due

to bone loss caused by PHPT. for example, hormone-replacement

therapy is effective at increasing BMD in post-menopausal 

women with PHPT and limits the damaging effects of osteopenia.29

Alendronate is another widely-used, potent, antiresorptive

bisphosphonate.  It inhibits osteoclast-mediated bone resorption and

suppresses bone turnover.30 In a two-year placebo-controlled trial,

patients with asymptomatic PHPT (n=44) receiving alendronate

treatment showed sustained gains in BMD at the lumbar spine and 

hip compared to baseline.31

An additional target for the medical management of PHPT is the

modulation of calcium homeostasis.18 The calcimimetic cinacalcet

is the only therapy approved in Europe for the reduction of

hypercalcaemia in patients with PHPT who are unsuitable

candidates for PTx, despite meeting clinical criteria.32 As an

allosteric modulator of the calcium-sensing receptor, cinacalcet

increases the intracellular calcium concentration, thereby 

reducing PTH release by the parathyroid gland.33 Cinacalet has 

been shown in a placebo-controlled clinical study to achieve 

long-term reduction in serum calcium and PTH levels in patients

with mild PHPT compared with placebo (see Figure 1).34 BMD was

unchanged by cinacalcet; however, serum levels of bone 

turnover markers increased (p<0.05).34 These results have been

maintained for up to 5.5 years of treatment.35

Conclusions
Asymptomatic PHPT poses new therapeutic challenges and 

further research is warranted. Optimal treatment strategies are

supported by comprehensive and regularly updated consensus

guidelines for both surgical intervention and the increasingly

available pharmacological options. n
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